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Leveling Up
Earn CE certificates via
many of these free and
low-cost webinars, courses, and seminars. See
edWeb.net, mits.cenmi.
org, Kent ISD’s PD Hub,
and ADDitudemag.com for
additional instruction.
•

The Impact of Trauma on Growth and
Development, Wed.,
Oct. 7 at 2 p.m. ET on
edWeb.net.

•

Boys, boys, boys!
Why they’re falling
behind and what to
do about it, Thurs.,
Oct. 8 at 2 p.m. ET on
Cont. on page 2

Top ten tools to support writing

by Kindy Segovia, OTR
Assistive Technology Coordinator, Kent Intermediate
School District
Traditionally, writing has been a primary form of assessment and demonstration of student knowledge. And,
while educators are increasingly offering students innovative ways to “show what they know”, writing remains
an essential component.
Kindy Segovia
Writing is a complex process involving both motor
components and cognitive elements such as creating, organizing and composing written material. For many students who struggle with certain components of writing, there is a gap between their understanding and their ability
to express ideas in a way that is meaningful. A growing range of supports can
Please see Top ten on page 5

Hour of Code is back!

Are you looking to spark student interest in computer programming, even in
the very youngest students? Would you like the opportunity to win prizes such
as $10,000 for computer technology?
Look no further -- Hour of Code is back and more
fun than ever!
Hour of Code, sponsored by Code.org, is a free
one-hour self-guided tutorial for students of all ages.
Tutorials work on any modern browser, tablet, smartphone, or even with no computer at all! And, since
Hour of Code is a global movement, tutorials are
available in 40 languages.
The tutorials feature characters from Disney’s
Frozen, Scrat from Ice Age, Angry Birds, and Plants
vs. Zombies.
Hour of Code is scheduled to take place during Computer Science Education Week, December 7 to13, 2015. Every person who organizes Hour of Code
participation in his or her school will receive a gift. One lucky school in the
United States will win $10,000 worth of technology.
Sign up by November 16, 2015, at hourofcode.com.
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About Special Ed Tech / Subscriptions

edWeb.net.

Special Ed Tech, specialedtech.net, is a free
newsletter published monthly from September
through June by the director of Aspiring Games
Foundation, aspiringgames.org.

•

Engaging Students in Real-World STEM
Problem-Solving, Thurs., Oct. 8 at 5 p.m. ET on
edWeb.net.

•

I Hate to Write: Increasing Academic Success
of Reluctant Writers, Tues., Oct. 13, at 8:30 a.m.
ET in St. Johns, MI. Register by Oct. 12 through
mits.cenmi.org.

To subscribe, go to specialedtech.net, scroll
to the subscription box on the bottom of the
page, insert your e-mail address, and click the
“Subscribe” button.

•

Geometric Reasoning with Shapes & Attributes Part 2: Identifying Critical Attributes,
Tues., Oct. 13, at 4 p.m. ET on edWeb.net.

•

Increasing Student Ownership of Learning Using Digital Portfolios, Tues., Oct. 13, at 5 p.m.
ET on edWeb.net.

We welcome your questions and article
suggestions. Direct all queries and subscription
issues to editor Becky Palmer-Scott at
SpecialEdTechEditor@gmail.com.

•

Let’s Give Them Something to Talk About:
Supporting Oral Language Development in the
Early Childhood Classroom, Wed., Oct. 14, at 3
p.m. ET on edWeb.net.

•

EdTech and Traditional Instruction: Mixing It
Up in Today’s Language-Learning Classroom,
Wed., Oct. 14 at 4 p.m. ET on edWeb.net.

•

Designing Options for Every Learner: Universal Design for Learning, (especially for students with disabilities), Mon., Oct. 19 at 4 p.m.
ET on edWeb.net.

•

Providing Group Instruction for Students with
ASD: Have a Plan!, Tues., Oct. 20 at 3 p.m. ET
on edWeb.net.

•

Short on Devices? No Problem! Using eBooks
When You Aren’t a 1:1 School, Tues., Oct. 20 at
4 p.m. ET on edWeb.net.

•

Curriculum and Instruction: Building a Better Mousetrap, Thurs., Oct. 22 at 3 p.m. ET on
edWeb.net.

•

Building  a Chrome Toolbox for Struggling
Learners, Tues., Oct. 27 at 9 a.m. ET in Lansing,
MI. Register by Oct. 22 at mits.cenmi.org.

•

Transform Students into Thinkers with Kahoot,
Tues., Oct. 27 at 5 p.m. ET on edWeb.net.

AssisTechKnow 2015 conference
Oct. 15, 16 in Grand Rapids, Mich
Learn about the latest in assistive technology at
the AssisTechKnow 2015 conference, held Oct. 15
and 16 at Kent Intermediate School
District Education
Service Center, 2930
Knapp NE, Grand
Rapids, Mich.
The conference
is sponsored by a
variety of assistive
technology and special education organizations, including
Michigan’s Integrated
Technology Supports,
REMC Association
of Michigan, The
Michigan Council for
Exceptional Children,
and MACUL.
This year’s featured presenter is
Chris Bugaj, MA CCC-SLIP of the AP Tips Cast and
Loudoun County Public Schools.
The conference is $20/person per day.To register
and find out more, go to assistechknow.org/register.

Link to page 1
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Math
Tech:
Thinking
Blocks

by Kate Fanelli

Kate Fanelli

Students who can
create diagrams
to express their
thinking, and interpret
diagrams to receive
new information,
are working at a
conceptual and
representational
level.

At a glance
App: Thinking Blocks
Cost: Free
Platform: Web, iPad
Topic: Word problems,
addition, multiplication
How to get: Go to
thinkingblocks.com
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I write a lot here about the need to use a Concrete-Representational-Abstract
approach to instruction, not just with students who struggle, but as part of a
strong Tier 1 instructional program.
In the morning keynote at the 1st Annual Making Mathematics Meaningful Through Collaboration conference this week (held at Macomb Intermediate
School District in Clinton Township, Mich.), Dr. Karen Karp of Johns Hopkins
University talked about the importance of making connections. She showed a
circle with an orange dot at its center and blue dots around it. Then she showed
another circle, with another orange dot at its center, but with blue lines extending
from the orange dot to other dots. Below is my version of what that looked like.
The orange dots
represented new
information. The blue
lines represented
connections to previously known information. Dr. Karp pointed
out that teachers
drop orange dots all the time, but we also need to draw those blue lines for students to explicitly make connections to things they already know.
Some students may be able to draw those blue lines by themselves, but for
many of our students, including those with special needs, they cannot, or do not,
make those connections on their own.
One tech tool that can support this type of teaching is Thinking Blocks. Like
models such as tape diagrams, or those
used in the Singapore Math program,
Thinking Blocks uses diagram literacy to
build and support student understanding
of operations and equality.
Diagram literacy is the ability to “read”
a diagram. Students who can create diagrams to express their thinking, and interpret diagrams to receive new information,
are working at a conceptual, representational level to make connections, look
for and make use of structures (Common
Core Standard of Mathematical Practice #7), and model mathematically (Standard of Mathematical Practice #4).
Thinking Blocks can be used via the web or an app. They provide video
tutorials and opportunities to practice using diagrams to model and solve addition, subtraction, multiplication and division word problems involving all types of
numbers including whole numbers, fractions, decimals and percents.
Whatever tech tool you use, supporting student thinking and drawing those
blue lines with diagram literacy, is an evidence-supported, effective, and common
sense way to support mathematics teaching and learning for all students.
Kate Fanelli is the math accessibility specialist for Michigan’s Integrated
Mathematics Initiative (Mi)2, a state of Michigan initiative that promotes and supports high quality mathematics education for ALL students. Follow (Mi)2 on Facebook (www.facebook.com/mi2.page) or on Twitter (@MI2_Math). Contact Kate at
kate.fanelli@misquared.org.
Link to page 1
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Game Over Gopher
Play
Created by Math Snacks
Worthy
At a glance
Game: Game Over
Gopher
Cost: Free
Platform: Web-based
Topic: Cartesian
coordinates, grades
2-7
How to get: Go to
http://mathsnacks.com/
gopher_game.html

Reviewed by Becky Palmer-Scott
Again I find myself in serious game design heaven as I discover another
honest-to-goodness learning game, not one of those tiresome “quiz pretending to
be a game” shams.
This award-winning game, called Game Over Gopher, is from Math Snacks,
a multidisciplinary project at New Mexico
State University. It is also featured on GlassLabGames.org, where it can be incorporated
into an online student assignment plan.
Game Over Gopher teaches Cartesian
coordinate plotting for grades 2-7 and is
aligned with Common Core standards. It
does this as a tower defense game. In tower
defense games, enemies travel along a path
toward an object that the player protects. The player’s job is to plant defense
mechanisms along the path to destroy enemies before they can get the object.
Defense mechanism upgrades are earned as the player gathers resources from
other items planted.
This is a perfect scenario to teach students how to plot points, and this is the
genius of the game. In Game Over Gopher, players are directed to plant ruby
generators at specific coordinates. Once the rubies are generated, they can be
used by players to buy carrot launchers that feed the gophers who march toward
a big carrot which needs protecting. As the gophers get fed, they fatten up until
they dissolve into rainbows.
Like any good game, it starts out simply and becomes more complicated as
it goes along, with a variety of tools gradually offered to the player. Interspersed
with the main gameplay, players are given other assignments to test their plotting
skills, including addition and subtraction using the Cartesian grid.
The graphics, music, and sound effects are engaging and professionally done,
which adds to the production value. The
game’s website includes teacher information such as how it meets Common Core
standards and how to incorporate it into a
lesson plan. Best of all, the game is free
and browser-based, so it can be played on
a variety of devices.
Becky Palmer-Scott is the editor of Special Ed Tech, the director of Aspiring Games
Foundation, and the lead game designer of
Seriously Entertaining Education.
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Top ten, continued from page 1
help students bridge this gap. However, as with all supports, identification of the
specific difficulty or problem is key. Is the difficulty with the motor or physical
aspect of writing, spelling and mechanics, legibility, written output, composition of
ideas, note taking, organization, or another area? Once the focus of support has
been determined, then a strategy can be implemented. Below are 10 free or low
cost, low-tech to high-tech writing supports that have proven effective with many
students.

#1 Low Tech Tools
Inexpensive pencil grips and weights can assist with fine
motor difficulties and improve legibility. Highlighter tape and
carbon notebooks are inexpensive supports for those with legibility or organizational obstacles.

#2 Adapted Keyboards and Mice
A growing array of options from large, color-coded Big
Keys keyboards, small handheld, wireless thumb keyboards to
trackballs and head-tracking mice are cost-effective and can
significantly increase digital access for those with motor concerns. Camera Mouse is a free website option for head tracking mouse accessibility.

#3 Portable Word Processing
Word processing is no longer accessible only on computers. Tablets and phones now offer a terrific mobile solution for
those who benefit from a keyboard. Even simpler options, such
as a portable word processing device, for example The Fusion
portable word processor, or a simple label maker can offer an
immediate, legible output.

Please see Top ten on next page
Link to page 1
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#4 Spelling and Mechanics Tools
Software, browser-based extensions, and apps can provide
spelling and grammar aids. Ghotit and Ginger are tools that
work across devices. Dictionary apps, extensions and websites
are available to all users, at no cost, across all types of devices
as well.

#5 Typing Practice
Keyboarding websites and apps are now available in a
variety of formats. Game-based programs, lesson-based programs, sites targeted at young students, and others appropriate
for older students are now free online or in the app store. The
Google Chrome Webstore has several free typing apps, including Nitrotype, Typing Club, and TypeScout are just a few.

#6 Digital Graphic Organizers
Graphic organizers are a common classroom tool used by
educators to assist students with written expression. Digital
options, such as bubbl.us, and Gliffy, available for free, bring
dynamic options to students at all levels. Digital graphic organizers can now be embedded into a Google Doc or Microsoft
Word document, to supplement word processing tools students
are already using.

#7 Digital Storytelling
Traditional writing is only one means to express understanding or ideas. Digital access has opened up many alternative
forms of “storytelling” or expression of ideas. Digital posters
(Glogster), timelines (Dipity), comic books (ToonDoo), photo
stories, and videos (Animoto) allow free private or public
sharing of a student’s understanding of material or creation of
content.

Please see Top ten on next page
Link to page 1
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#8 Voice Dictation
As voice dictation becomes an increasingly common
feature within the world of technology, free, high quality
options have made their way into our classrooms. Dictation on phones and tablets, built in accessibility on both
Windows and Mac computers, and browser-based voice
dictation offer opportunities for students with a voice to
convert their knowledge and understanding to a written
format. Google’s newest voice dictation option – Voice
Typing in Google Docs – is not only free, but easy and
extremely accurate.

#9 Software and Apps
Several solutions are now available for writing on
documents, worksheets, assessments and other previously inaccessible formats. Apps to access PDF files,
such as Type on PDF or PDF Forms, or features within
existing free software, such as Adobe Reader, in addition
to camera-based tools such as SnapType allow students
to type or write on the same worksheet or assessment as
their peers.

#10 Livescribe Smartpen
Note taking can be a challenge for many students.
The Livescribe Smartpen, a stand-alone note taking
pen – with a built in digital recorder – allows students with
limited writing or poor organization to take notes independently. The pen’s audio recorder captures the class
lecture or discussion for review later, as needed to support learning.
As you look for solutions to support your struggling
writers, consider some of the above free or low cost options to keep those students productive and engaged!
Kindy Segovia, OTR, is currently the Assistive Technology Coordinator at Kent Intermediate School District,
Grand Rapids, Mich. She has worked as an occupational
therapist in both schools and pediatric rehabilitation for
over 25 years. She has provided educational training for teachers, parents and
administrators over the past 15 years with a focus on adapting curriculum, classroom accommodations, and integrating technology into instruction. She is also
an adjunct professor at Grand Valley State University.
Link to page 1

